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Horizon Report Europe: 2014 Schools Edition shows that
the levels of digital competence of European children
and teenagers are actually inadequate (Johnson et al.
2014).
Multiliteracies meaning as new literacies integrating
textual literacy with multimodal texts in audiovisual
and digital formats, have become more important in
proceeding in educational pathways and in careers of
modern society (eg. Cazden et. Al. 1996).





Even a competent young person may lack interest to
apply in a school or to find a job after comprehensive
school - being at the edge of dropping out of society in
Finland.
The research focuses on young people who are at-risk
of drop-outs from education, especially in the
transition phase of comprehensive and upper
secondary education and soon after, ages 15 – 20.

Developed by the New London Group 1996,
multiliteracies as pedagogies strives towards
critical understanding of sociocultural
phenomenons. Starting from the familiar, it moves to an
analytic distanced caze to the cultural product and, then
redesign of it, as remaking of a cultural product
(Cazden et. Al. 1996)

Young People in the Limelight: Towards Agency
through Multiliteracy - study aims to understand the pedagogic
challenges of young people in literacies and participation.
Moreover, the research is aiming to develop media
education which gives young people at risk of drop-outs a
voice and, increases their agency in their own lives, in relations
with media (digital learning material as a result as well).
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How artistic media workshops can support
young people to participate in a society, as
agents in relations with mediated publicity?
How artistic media workshops develop
mediated multiliteracies of the young?
How youngsters can be encouraged to take
part in the research as co-researchers?

Totally five (5) workshops with different kinds of
youth groups form sub projects as action research
(postdoc research, doctoral studies and master thesis),
Starting mainly in September 2015. (eg. Reason and
Bradbury 2006).
Pretest workshop the 23th – 25th June 2015.
Design research as well: developing models and learning
Material (eg. Edelson 2002; designresearchsociety.org)
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Workhops (5):
Multia:
Theater and media

Tampere (2):
Photography

Tornio:
Film and video

Vantaa:
Creative writing in
social media

Additional to traditional researcher – based methods
like diaries, interviews, questionnaires, the project is
developing co-research with the young participants, for
example:
-

-

young people interviewing each other
youngsters as authors in some publications
young people as public presentators in conferences

(Bradbury-Jones & Taylor 2015; Mallan et al. 2010)

The young are seen in this study as potential actors for
responsible citizenships in societies instead of seeing them
only as becoming citizens in future (Bennett 2008).
Agency is considered here following Lois McNay (2004,
183-185) as living through contradictory and alive subject
positions, here youth activities and experiences in media
cultures which may lead also productive and
performative human agencies (Sanjay Asthana 2012).
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